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“How will you procrastinate without Reed Relieves?”
ELIZABETH CRISMAN: By creating an RR clone, then submitting a bunch of fake relieves 
to make it look popular.
EMMA RENNIE: Getting into flame wars elsewhere... such as Ethics conference. Them 
bitches Kant even handle me.
LARA SEYBERT: Crying into my shitty Commons cake.
SAM SEXTON: By just doing everything I would have only submitted anonymously before.  
Hate mobs, here I come!

        
        Last night I went to see The Maze Runner. I had never heard of  it until a couple days 
ago when it came out, but apparently it’s based on the first book in yet another young-
adult dystopia trilogy. Post-apocalyptic, whatever. Anyway, I expected the movie to be 
tropey and terrible (to save you the trouble of  reading the rest of  this article: it was.) -- 
for one thing, there is only one female character and she’s basically just a plot device who 
actually just does nothing. 

        It was Hunger Games meets Lord of  the Flies. A bunch of  teenage boys are mysterious-
ly placed in the center of  a giant maze, and since their memories have been wiped they 
have to re-establish their masculinity from scratch. They work hard to live together and 
avoid the huge mutant techno-spiders that patrol the maze at night. It bewildered me that 
none of  them were (demonstrably) gay. That many adolescent guys living together for so 
many months, you’d think they’d have to explore something besides their surroundings. 

        Anyway, eventually a girl arrives with a note saying “she is the last one.” Basically the 
author decided “okay, here’s a girl, I’ve got some representation now, I’m done, no more 
characters.” So this girl kinda hangs around and doesn’t contribute to the plot at all (did 
I say she was a plot device? yeah no... no she really wasn’t). Some shit happens, danger is 
faced, terror is experienced, and the main protagonist, Thomas, acts all brave and goes 
exploring. Eventually they find a passageway at the edge of  the maze, and learn why they 
were put there. I don’t want to spoil the ~10 plot twists that come up in the last 10 min-
utes of  the movie, so go see it yourself… at your own risk. You may turn into a scathing 
critic (like me, but probably more eloquent). 

        The lack of  gender diversity was a gaping flaw, and nothing really made up for it. 
They fulfilled their bare minimum of  two black guys, one Asian, and one chubby kid who 
was basically the 12-year-old version of  Hurley from Lost. As I lamented earlier, there was 
no exploration of  sexual orientation (though it was a bit of  a relief  that the token girl was 
not used for romantic interest). If  I ever care enough to pay attention when the sequel 
comes out, I’m holding out for Thomas to fall in love with Newt, the cute and fearless 
leader played by Jojen Reed from Game of  Thrones. 

Rating:  4 out of  8 maze-sections (oh yeah, I forgot to mention, there are maze numbers 
and they’re actually a special code, kind of  like in Lost. THE NUMBERS ARE BAD, 
DUDE!)

By ER

Last Batch of RRs Forwarded to 
Pamphlettitors, Published Here, Now

       As part of  our ongoing campaign to help the student body recover from the tragic 
loss of  everyone’s favorite internet cesspit, we requested permission from RR manage-
ment to publish those submissions they never got the chance to. Here they are, dear 
friends. Read on:

8587 I graduated from Reed in 1987, and am now back in Portland for “work.” Any cur-
rent students looking to hook up, and maybe more? 18-22 only pls.

8489 I lost my tube socks at the O-Week dance. They were my only pair. My feet are 
cold. Help me? I’ll make you a kugel. 

8500 I’m gonna seriously need all the dogs to stop taking up so much space in confer-
ence conversations. It’s seriously problematic. I mean, some of  my best friends are dogs, 
but y’all need to check yourselves.

Admin response: [Image of  a mug that says “dog tears.”]

8503 gajdlkjawd;ladh;ljkad;lkmdwga I’ve been at this school 3 weeks already and I 
haven’t had sex once. Am I ugly? Will I die alone?
Admin response: probably.

8504 Drugs???? Who?????? Where????? When??????

8587.1 Like, dude, yeah. Let’s get freaky. You’re paying for dinner.

8587.2 OP here. Pics or no deal. Mickey D’s if  you’re a 5, Burgerville for 6 or above ;)

8552 Sometimes I take the dish towels in my common room and rub them all over my 
body. It feels like a warm hug.
Admin response: #dickwasher2k13 #never4get #neveragain

8500.1 I’m a dog, and I have NEVER seen that happen. When I bark, it’s in support, 
not hate. Please love me. Pet my head.
Admin response: No. (382 comments)

England to Scotland: “Oh, you’re 
in for the shit now”

      
       Following a referendum last week where Scottish voters rejected independence by 
ten points, UK Prime Minister David Cameron made a joint appearance with Queen 
Elizabeth II to inform Scotland that “you’re in for the shit now.”

        “You done fucked up, Scotland,” Cameron snarled, menacingly cracking his knuck-
les.  “You think you can just try to leave and come back, no hard feelings? Forget further 
devolution.  We’re going to go fourteenth century on you chaps.”

        Cameron then unveiled a bill entitled “Scotland? More like Rotland,” which bans 
haggis in the name of  sheep welfare and mandates that any copies of  the film Braveheart 
in the UK must include ten minutes of  Mel Gibson’s horrifying racist ranting.

        “But that’s not all,” Queen Elizabeth II said, smiling politely.  “The Rotland act 
establishes a new form of  prima nocte.  I won’t participate on wedding night unless asked, 
but I will be physically present and observing every consummation.  With my tiny dog.”

        Unsurprisingly, Scots are not happy about this recent development.  Those who 
voted “no” on the referendum have defended their choice, pointing to France and Rus-
sia’s statements of  remorse now that they “won’t be able to plunder” a defenseless Scot-
land.  Nevertheless, many Scots remain outraged, and plan to take to the street with their 
beloved, unaltered copies of  Braveheart in their hands, and sheep organs in their mouths.

By LS

Emma’s Media Review:
Trapped in a Maze!

By SS

By EC

Entropy is Increasing
-- Thanks, Obama

Conservative scientists have published a controversial new theory that Obama is respon-
sible for the increasing entropy of  the universe. “It all makes sense,” leading proponent 
of  the theory Dr. Robert Hiden explained to the Pamphlette on Friday. “Obama’s push 
for ‘change’ has all been an elaborate plot to increase the entropy of  the universe. That’s 
why we’re seeing all this chaos in the Middle East, all these storms and natural disasters: 
what Obama is trying to chalk up to ‘political unrest’ and ‘climate change’ is really the 
early stages of  the entropic collapse of  family values, liberty, and eventually the Earth 
itself.” When questioned on how this theory lined up with the second law of  thermo-
dynamics, Dr. Hiden seemed confused at first but finally posited that “if  the earth is 
really is warming up, which it’s not, it would be Obama’s fault. We didn’t see this kind of  
chaos during the Reagan administration. All this change the liberals are trying to push 
on us is going to destroy the world. One day gay marriage, the next the heat death of  
the universe. The only option is to turn back the tides of  entropy, and luckily Congress 
has been doing everything it can to stop Obama in his quest to destroy everything with 
healthcare, marriage equality, and…” at this point Hiden shuddered visibly, “socialism.”

You insensitive assholes.

Ah, the sweet taste of  ...not-freedom.

Also, there wasn’t enough parkour.


